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Portable, Rugged Cable Fault Locator For
VHF Communications and CATV

Designed for tield use, an easy-to-operate TDR unit checks
CATV and communication sysfem cables with high accuracy.

By Ronald D. Lowe

Trr'rc nouarN REFLEcToMETRv MEAsUREMENTs fall into
two categories: pulse echo testing and laboratory type
TDR.

Instruments that perform a simple pulse echo test have
been used by the power utilities for fault locating on long
lines, typically greater than 1 mile. These instruments are
basically low frequency real time oscilloscopes, capable
of isolating a fault to not much better than 2O feet on the
shortest range. Output pulses range from 10 volts to sev-
eral hundred volts.

The other class of TDR equipment is the precision lab-
oratory unit that is capable of precise impedance meas-

Fig. 1. A typical back-matched tap used in CATV systems.
Some faps have as many as four outputs, however this
simple tap illustrates how the signal is translerred trom
the cable to the customet.

urements and is able to resolve discontinuities as close
together as 0.25 inch. Two precision laboratory TDR
units are available-the HP Model l4l5{ with a rise-
fime of 150 ps, and the HP Model 1815A with a risetime
of 35 ps. These 50 ohm system instruments use sampling
and fast pulse generation techniques. Their applications
include connector, cable, and similar problems.

With the tremendous explosion of the communications
industry in the form of community antenna television
(CATV), wideband telephone carrier and military com-
munications, there is a need for a TDR to solve the spe-
cific problem of precisely locating faults on coaxial cable
at very high frequencies.

In the CATV industry, there are a number of impor-
tant requirements. For CATV applications, the instru-
ment should be a 75 ohm unit, and its output pulse not
destructive to the line amplifiers. It should be portable,
lightweight and rugged. The unit must also be designed
to withstand voltages and static charges that are often
present in the system. Nearly all coaxial cable in commu-
nication systems carry dc or 60 Hz ac voltages to supply
remote power, and this remote power may not be turned
off during tests. Because the user is primarily interested
in locating and repairing faults, not in mastering new
measuring techniques, the units must be easy to operate
and answers cannot be ambiguous.

It is common to find a small 6OHz voltage on a coax-
ial line even though the system power is turned off. This
voltage may be the result of leakage through isolating line
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amplifiers, or voltage induced from a nearby high-voltage
power line. Some form of 60 Hz filter is needed to operate
a TDR in the presence of this voltage.

TDR Resolution

Fault location by TDR methods is in the time domain.
That is, the observed pattern is sigaal amplitude versus
time. At present there is no satisfactory definition for
resolution of TDR instruments. Attempts are made to
relate system risetime to bandwidth with the equation
BW - O.35/r, where r : system risetime. This equation
is a bandwidth approximation for the step response of a
linear system with less than 57o overshoot. Another ap-
proximate equation used is s:Yr/4 where v: velocity
of propagation, and s is minimum echo separation. These
equations can be used to compare instrument specifica-
tions, even though the absolute error may be large. A
slow risetime implies a narrow bandwidth at low frequen-
cies. Very little high frequency spectral energy exists in
the incident pulse and even less can be reflected by a fault
to be displayed on the oscilloscope. One would assume
that the faster the risetime the better the resolving power.
While this is true, there exists a point of diminishing re-
turns. Too fast a risetime yields too many reflections,
making it difficult for maintenance personnel to interpret
the display. In this area of testing in the communications
industry, it becomes necessary to assure:
I Sufficient spectral energy within the bandwidth of the

system tested. A slow risetime (greater than 20 ns)
pulse echo tester would yield minimal, if any, reflec-
tions at VHF frequencies. It would take over 2O feet

Cover: Checkout of a 2000-tt. reel of coaxial
cable with the HP Model 4920A Coaxial Fault
Analyzer shor4/s neither discontinuities nor
shorts. This portable TDR instrument is de-
signed especially tor field testing of commu-
nications and CATV systems.

In this Issue: Portable, Rugged Cabte Fault
Locator; page 2.Tradeofts in tmputseTesting;
page 8. Compact Function Generator; page
10. tC Logic Checkout Simplitied; page 14.
Pulsar Optical and Radio Emissions;page 17.
Are Pulsars Rotating Neutron Stars?; page 20.

Fig.2. Front-panel controls on the HP Model 4920A Cable
Fault Analyzer are designed tor easy opetation in field
use. fhis instrument was designed specifically lor use on
75 Q coaxial cable used in CATV systems, and is also
easily adaptable lor use on 50 e communications cable.

of lossless coaxial cable for the pulse to reach full am-

plitude. A fast risetime system (less than 150 ps) yields
reflections at frequencies in the gigahertz range. The
operator is required to interpret the trace to separate
the reflections caused by cable faults from reflections
from good components. A series of risetime converters
is available for use with the HP Model 14154 to
handle this problem.

r The spectral energy must be of the proper shape to be
compatible with the system under test. In some CATV
systems, a component called a back-matched tap is
used, Fig. 1. The capacitor C and the primary trans-
former inductance L form a series circuit with a res-
onant frequency below the VHF bandwidth. The step
response of the line with these taps installed will show
this as a fault when in reality it is not a fault at all.
Fig. 3 shows a more meaningful display if the step is
differentiated and an impulse response test performed
instead.
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New Portable TDR

The HP Model 492OA, Fig. 2, is a portable, light-

weight, time domain reflectometer with a maximum range

of 5000 feet. The input is protected up to 60 volts by a

coaxial relay. Operation is simplified by keeping front

panel controls to a minimum and these are labeled so that

their functions are self-evident. A 60 Hz filter can be

selected with a front panel switch. A system risetime of

1.3 ns covers the VHF bandwidth adequately, and yields

a display resolution of approximately 1 foot' Two modes

of operation are provided, a step display and an impulse

display, Fig. 3. The risetime of both the step and impulse

is the same at 1.0 ns. The unit was engineered specifically

for 75 ohm systems used in CATV and is also readily

adaptable to 50 ohm systems used in communications' A

simptified block diagram of the HP Model 4920A is

shown in Fig. 4.
New HPA Hot-Carrier Diodes (5082-2800) are used

in the sampling bridge and as protective devices on the

output transistors. The rugged input circuit is the result

of the 70 volt reverse bias specification of the diodes.

The step is generated by the new pulse-specified HPA

Step Recovery Diode (5082-0202). Replacing the tunnel

diodes used in older schemes with this less expensive,

more rugged device results in two significant circuit im-

provements. The step recovery diode provides a larger

amplitude needed to overcome the large losses in the

passive differentiator for impulse generation' Also, the

SRD has a charge storage time t" that offsets the inherent

delay in the triggering and sampling circuitry and negates

the need for a passive delaY line.

t. : rln {, * 
Irlr - ex-P(-h/")l\

" " - ' " " t - '  I ,  I
Where Ir: Reverse current':=i,f {{,7,/ru:ff;::if,:L^"

t1- Time 11flows

Current Ir was chosen to give 70 ns delay to the step
generated.

Step/lmpulse Generation

Step generation is obtained with an inductive drive

pulse sharpener circuit, Fig. 5, consisting of the current

source, R, L, and D1, the Step Recovery Diode. At the

end of the charge storage time the SRD snaps off, switch-

ing its peak reverse current through a saturated transistor

Ql to the output amplifier. The impulse is achieved by

differentiating the step. When Q1 is turned off the capac-

itance of the reversed bias junction plus the case and stray

capacitance form the differentiating capacitance. C" is

made up of transistor package capacitance and a fixed

capacitor. C, is the reversed bias junction capacitance

and can be controlled by the amount of reverse bias.

Theory of the step and impulse testing is developed else-

where in this issue.

Voltage Protection

There are three ways to protect the input from damag-

Fig. 3. Step (lett) and impulse (ilght) test display on the Model 4920A. These tests, per-

tormed in the Hewleft-Packard CATV Cable Test Laborctoty on a 75 Q cable, show sx

reflections. They are: (1) directional coupler tap, (2) back-matched tap, (3) (4) in-line

directional coupler tap input and output, (5) back-matched tap, and (6) end ot cable.

The targe droop in the step display is due fo resonance of the coupling capacitor and the

translormer primary inductance in the back-matched tap. lmpulse test shotvs cable /oss

atVHF bandwidth.



Fig.4. ln the Model 4920A, the
osc i I loscope dellection ci rcu its,
display and timing circuits and
the sampling circuits have been
adapted lrom circuitry used in
very sophisticated laboratory-
type instruments.

ing input voltages: 1) Make the input circuitry so rugged
it can withstand the voltage. That would require a 75
ohm termination that would dissipate 48 watts and still
maintain good characteristics from dc to 300 MHz.
2) Crowbar the input with a short circuit. But shorting
out the system remote power supply is guaranteed to
make the operator unhappy. 3) Disconnect the input
either electrically or electromechanically. The electro-
mechanical method was chosen as the most economical
solution to solve the problem.

The voltage protection circuit, Fig. 6, consists of a
coaxial reed relay, Fig. 7, driven by a voltage detector.
Factors considered in choosing a reed switch were con-
tact rating and physical approximation to a round coaxial
center conductor for a 75 ohm line. The relay is a reed
switch, normally open to protect the instrument when it
is turned off. The voltage detector holds the relay closed

Fig. 5. Step/impulse generctor
circuit showing the step rccov-
ery diode and transistor switch,
Switching bias trom the impulse
to the step mode changes the
equivalent circuit of Ql lrom a
capacitance to a small resist-
ance as shown above the tran-
sl'sfor.

Time Domain Reflectometrv
A Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR) consists of a pulse
generator and an osci l loscope connected to the system
under test to establ ish a closed-loop radar system. A fast
r iset ime pulse is generated periodical ly by the pulse gen-
erator-usually a square wave. The osci l loscope, syn-
chronized to the pulse generator is set to display the leading
edge and f lat top of the pulse. The display is ampli tude
versus t ime.

l f  the system has a characterist ic impedance discontinuity
within the range of the TDR, the ref lect ion wil l  appear on
the f lat top port ion of the displayed square wave. The trai l-
ing edge and the interval between pulses wil l  yield redun-
dant information and are not displayed. l f  the TDR source
impedance is ideal there are no mult iple ref lect ions and the
display is the step response of the system within the r ise-
t ime l imitat ions of the instrument.



until a voltage of greater than +5 volts appears at the
input. The circuit will respond, opening the relay in less
than 100 ps. It latches open until reset by front panel
RESET switch. A built-in time delay prevents cheating
by holding the reset button. The relay and its circuitry
have been cycled over a temperature range of -20 de-
grees C to f70 degrees C and operated 8 x 106 times
interrupting a 1.0 ampere current with no failures. Since
the relay is required to operate only on instrument turn-
on or during a faulty operating circumstance, it is es-
timated that the life of the relay under the worst expected
usage would be22O years.

Fig. 6. Str ipl ine input circuit
with the protective relay and its
associafed voltage detector, 60
Hz filter, sampler vertical chan-
nel, transistor butfer amplitier
and 75 Q termination.

Referring to Fig. 6, the samptng bridge diodes have
70 volt breakdown ratings, a capacitor protects the hum
filter, the output transistor emitter is current limited and
base is diode protected. The only possibility of failure of
the 75 ohm termination at these voltages is a heating
effect. But it is negligible because of the very short time
involved.

Expansion System

The expansion window, an intensified trace L cm wide,
is positioned by the MARKER POSITION control over
the entire 10 cm horizontal trace. With x 10 on EX-

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

HP Model 49204

Coaxial Fault Analyzol

OUTPUT (INCIDENCE PULSE)
SAMPLING RATE:25 kHz {nominal) .
SYSTEM RISE TIME:

Step Mode: <1.3 ns
lmpulse Mode: <1.3 ns

OVERSHOOT (step mode): <5%
DROOP (step mode)r <1olo
AMPLITUDE:

Sl€p Mode:1.0 V nominal Into 75 ohms.
lmpulse Mods: 1.0 V (nomlnal)  lnto 75 ohms.

INPUT (REFLECTED PULSE)
SCALe: 4 rangeG; 50% lDlv, 25q./Di\, 5o/olDlv and 2.5"/./Div.
REFLECTION RESOLUTION: <0.5%
REFLECTION ACCURACY: :!2% ol fulLscr6en dollection.

IMPEDANCE:75 ohms,  dc  coup led .

INPUT PROTECTION:  Automet lc  f rom t5  v  up  to  t60  v .

HUM FILTER:  Nomine l l y  40  dB re lec t lon  a t  60  Hz.

HORIZOTTAL IDISTANCE SCALE)

S C A L E |  5  r a n g e s ; 5  F t / D l v , 1 0  F t l D I v , 5 0  F l l D l v , 1 0 0  F t  o l v ,

500 Ft/Dlv.

DISTANCE RESOLUTION: 27o of lull-screen range.

otSPLAY AoCURAoY: t5./. of full-screen d€flection.

DIELECTRIC CALIBRATION:  F ixed ca l lb ra t lon  s6 lec ted  a l  t ron t
pen€ l  fo r  so l ld  (Vc  =  .66)  and loam (V.  =  .81)  d i€ loc l r i cs .

Varlable cellbrstlon from lront penol lor any v6locity con-

stant {vc) botween .6 and 1.0.

MARKER:  Va i lab16 pos i t ion ;  B€ l6cb  one d lv ls ion  o l  bas ic  race

lo r  fu l l  sc r€en d igp lay  in  expand mode.

EXPAND:  ln t€ns l l ied  pod lon  o l  t racs  lB  megn l l ied  by  fac to r

o t  10 .

DISPUY

CATHODE-RAY TUaE: P31 phosphor with a natu16l p6Fi9l6nc6

ot  appfox imat€ ly  0 .1  second.

GRATICULE:8 x 10 maior dlv ls jons; f ivs subdivis ions p€r
malor div is ion on horizontal  and vedical  ax6s.

GETERAL
CONNECTOR: Typ€ F (oth6r typ€s aval lablo on speciel  order).
TEMPERATURE f iANGE: Ops.at ing,0' lo 55'C (32' to 131'F)

sIorag6.
PowER REOUIREMENTS: 115 or 230 volts (1107.),47 to 440

Hz, approximetely 66 watts.
wElcHT: N€t,  23% lbs (10,6 ks);  shipping, 33 lbs (15,0 kg).
O I M E N S I O N S : 1 1 %  i n  h i g h ; 8 % 6  I n  w l d e i  i S r X E  I n  d e € p  ( 2 9 8 , 5

\ 211 ,1 x 47 4,4 mm).
PRICE: S1825.00.
ACCESSORIES FURNISHED: 10179A Contrast Fi l lsr
ACCESSORIES AVAILAaLE: 10176A Vlewlns Hood, $7.00.
COMPLEMENTARY EOUIPMENT AVAILABLE: 1974 OSCIIIO.

scoo€ Cam€ra. 3540.00.

MAXUFACTURING DIVISIOX: DELCON OIVISION
333 Logue Avenu€
Mountain Vlow, Califomla 94040
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Fig. 7. Fast-acting coaxial rced rclay assembly used in the vottage protection circuit.

PAND, the intensified spot expands to full screen with
the left edge of the spot appearing at the left edge of the
screen, thus maintaining distance calibration.

Applications

This instrument is intended to be used as a fault locator
in any coaxial cable environment. The Model 4920A is
readily usable on CATV, CCTV, telephone coaxial trans-
mission systems, and other 75 o systems. The Model

492OA is easily adaptable to 50 O systems such as mil-
itary communications, antenna feedlines, shipboard, air-
craft, and even in R&D labs by the plant maintenance
people for troubleshooting the in-house coaxial cable.
To simplify distance calculation, a slide rule, Fig. 8, is
furnished. A table for converting percent reflection to
worst-case return loss is printed on the reverse side.

Fig. 8. Ihis range calculating slide rule has a conversion
chart tot percent rctlection yersus wofst-case /efurn /oss
on the reverse side

Ronald D. Lowe
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University of l l l inois and has

completed the course requirements for a MSEE at San
Jose State College. Prior to joining HP, Ron workeo as a
radio broadcast engineer, with radio direct ion f inding
systems and is a veteran of the U.S. Army. Ron is a
Member of IEEE. His hobby is model rai lroading, and he is
an active member of the National Model Railroad
Associat ion.
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All rupur,sB cAN BE DEScRIBED as a pulse so brief that

measuring equipment of a given resolving power is unable
to distinguish it from even briefer pulses.

Impulse testing of linear systems is rarely performed

because the frequency spectrum of the impulse must be
flat over the entire frequency range of the device under

test.'To get appreciable energy over a broad frequency
range requires such large amplitude impulses that the
device may be driven into nonlinear operation. The low
frequency characteristics of a wideband device are diffi-

cult to observe when tested with an impulse.
Ideally, an impulse could be created by differentiating

a perfect step:
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Tradeoffs in lmpulse Testing
By James M. Hood

ldeal
SteP Heal

+ Diflerentiator
vintt) 

1- 
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I Jvo,,o 
= ft(vin(t))l____o
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Analysis of the RC differentiator yields:

t+l
Vr,G) - V ll -e I

v.ft)-W[_"+ re #-]e)

The time tma, at which the impulse amplitude is max-

imum may be found by equating +A to zero and

solving for t.

R2C2
In nt

t - -' M c -  
1  1

(1 )

t = 0  t  t = 0  t

V"",(t) for such a pulse would be of flat frequency re-
sponse from <o : -oo to f oo.

A realizable impulse has two practical limitations:
Vi"(t) does not have zero risetime, and the differentiation
of Vr,(t) will be an approximation. The limitations of im-
pulse generation by R-C differentiation are shown by:

ldeal
Step

Step Risetime
Limiting

(3)

T1 R2C2

obtained by substitutitrg t*", in the equation

Difler€ntiator



,r,, rvR2cz =^ll(ryf(-ef)( Y o)*o' : 
lR2cz - Tt 111 zl / \

/ 1 \

_( Rzc, r( r' l-t @)
\ t'=/\ R2c2 - 1/ 

]
The preceding equations are easily programmed for a

computer solution. A 10 volt, 300 picosecond step is
differentiated:

io"ort. "?1.
t l
I T"'+

T1 = RlCl -f =t I
= 136 Ps 

vin(t) = loll 
7 " 

t? 
-r \

Vo(t) - 10.73\- e r35 Ps + e 2dtr Ps /

The resulting impulse is plotted by the computer:

P L O T  E f  T H E  F U N C T T g N

ifAX VALUE OF FaT, . tt.zla4
tlr| VALUE 9F F(T, 3 0

SCALE UNIT r  .a

o  1 6 .
V A L U E  0 F  T  r .  .  r . . . . . . . . .  r . .  r . . . . . . . . .  r

While Vo(t) is not an ideal impulse, it is a sufficient ap-
proximation if the upper corner frequency of the system
to be tested in much less than y2?,Fl2C2. The loss in re-
sponse at lower frequencies resulting from differentiating
the step function is shown by:

20 log I

dB/Oclave

log o

This is an advantage when low-frequency resonant cir-
cuits are connected to the system.

The 49204 Coaxial Fault Analyzer has an impulse
generator that was designed for the VHF bandwidth. The
two poles, YznR2C2 and YzzrTr, are set high so the im-
pulse in the time domain is narrow enough to meet the
resolution requirements of the instrument. If this condi-
tion were not satisfied, a reflected impulse could become
too wide and would be indistinsuishable from the incident
impulse:

o

6 .
8 .
t .
t . 2
1 . 4
1 . 6
1 . 8
2 .
2 . 2
2 . 4
2 . 6
2 . A

3 . 2
3 r 4
3 . 6
3 . 8

$ - l o
$ - l o
s - t o
s - l o
t - 9
a - o
$ - 9
3 - 9
s - 9
$ - 9
$ - 9
$ - 9
5 - 9
$ - 9
$ - 9

5 - 9

s - 9
s - 9

(Vo)*," and t*u* can be obtained directly from the plot.
The LaPlace transform of Eq. 2 gives an indication

of the frequency domain characteristics of the impulse.

(s++) 6+#cz)v"@:l+f

V ; * V y
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Gompact Function Generator Covers
O.OOO5 Hz to 5 MHz
New instrument generates seven types ot
waveforms over a wide frequency range.

By Raymond C. Hanson

Mosr or us HAVE at one time or anotler coveted one
of those pocket knives with a dozen blades that can do
practically everything. The advantages of a universal tool
are many: economy, space saving, and time saving be-
cause of convenience. A close parallel in the electronics
field is the function generator, which is a'universal' sigrral
source. Consider for example the sources required to test
an amplifier:

Fig. 1. Ihis new HP Model 3310A Function Generctot has
a lrequency range trom 0.0005 Hz to 5 MHz and gen-
erates sine, squarc, and triangulat waves as wel/ as
pulses and ramps.

I A power supply to set the input bias level

r A sine wave oscillator for frequency response meas-
urements

I A square wave generator for checking transient re-
sponse

A function generator provides all of these sources in one
cabinet. Economy and space savings are obvious. Time
savings result from the convenience of not having to hook
up and isolate three separate devices.

Since the function generator's claim to fame is versa-
tility, improving this versatility is indeed a contribution.
The new HP Model 33104, Fig. 1 succeeds in this in
several ways:

r Wide bandwidth. 1 0 decades of frequency from 0.0005
Hz to 5 MHz.

r More functions. In addition to the traditional sine,
square, and triangle waveforms, the Model 3310A has
four others: a positive ramp, a negative ramp, and
positive pulse, and a negative pulse.

r Greater output level range. A full 60 dB of attenuation
is available providing sigral levels from 15 volts peak-
to-peak into 50 ohms to 15 millivolts peak-to-peak
into 50 ohms.

r A useful sync output. Fast and dc coupled, the sync
output supplies rectangular signals of 4 volts peak-to-
peak into 50 ohms.
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r Other features. DC offset of -+5 volts into 50 ohms,
and voltage control of frequency over a 50 to 1 range.

These features are obtained in the HP Model 33104
through the use of some interesting circuit techniques.

How Waveforms are Generated

The function generator, Fig. 2, generates a triangle by
linearly charging and discharging a capacitor, between
fixed voltage limits. Voltage limits are determined by a

detector whose output is a square wave. The detector

output is used to alter the direction in which the capacitor

is charging. This defines a closed loop with two outputs:

a triangle and a square wave. A sine wave is synthesized

from the triangle by means of a nonlinear network.

In the HP Model 3310A the capacitor is driven from

two oppositely-polarized current sources, one of which is

switched on and off by the detector. If the current source

which is switched on and off is of value 2I while the other

Fig. 2. Pulse and square waves may be obtained trom the sync output simultaneously
with any ol the tunctions trom the main output.

1 1



Fig.3. Typical sine and squarc wave output (a) trom the
Model 3310A. The sine wave is taken trom the main out-
put and the square wave simultaneously trom the sync
output. The positive-going ramp (b) is taken from the
main output with the pulse trom the sync output.

current source is of value I, then the resulting wave form
is a symmetrical triangle. The frequency is changed over
one decade by changing I by 10 to 1.

Ramp signals are obtained by altering the ratio of the
currents in two current sources in such a way that the
symmetry is changed while the net period remains the
same. Pulses are obtained from the detector since it must
have the same dissymmetry as the ramp.

High Frequency Limitations

Loop delay is the major factor that determines the
highest operating frequency. Current in the integrating
capacitor does not reverse at the precise time that the
triangle reaches its desired voltage, but continues in the
same direction for an amount of time equal to the loop
delay. Thus at high frequencies, where loop delay is an
appreciable part of the period, the triangle amplitude de-
pends upon the operating frequency.

Not only is frequency response degraded, but the delay
also affects frequency calibration, and the change in tri
angle amplitude destroys sine wave purity. In the HP
Model 3310A the loop delay is about 25 ns in each direc-
tion. At 5 MHz, the delay is about 25% of the period and
would result in a 25% increase in the amplitude of the
triangle. However, the loop delay problem is overcome
by causing the detector to prefire at a point on the triangle
such that, after a time equal to the loop delay, the capac-
itor current reverses at the same time that the triangle
reaches its proper peak amplitude.

The 'prefiring'circuit uses two automatic leveling loops
which sense the amplitude of the positive and negative
peaks and cause the detector to fire at a level such that
these peaks maintain a constant amplitude. As a result,
the highest operating frequency of the HP Model 3310A
is determined only by the frequency at which the instru-
ment no longer produces clean, crisp wave forms. The
minimum duty cycle of the pulses and ramps are deter-
mined by the loop delay. At 5 MHz with a duty cycle of
75Vo the fast part of the ramp occurs in 30 nanoseconds,
hence it is not possible to prefire by more than 30 nano-
seconds. Since the loop delay is about 25 nanoseconds
the duty cycle was chosen to be l5Vo .

Low Frequency Limitations

Very low frequencies are obtained by using large inte-
grating capacitors and small currents. Space and cost
limit the size of the capacitors. For good stability, the
integrating current must be large so that leakage currents
do not contribute a significant error. In the HP Model
33104, very stable low frequencies are obtained by
means of a feedback scheme which uses a difterentiatins
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operational amplifier to control the integrating current by

sampling the slope of the triangle. With this arrangement,

the triangle is essentially insensitive to the leakage cur-

rents of the current sources and is subject only to the

leakage current and voltage drift at the input to the dif-

ferentiator. Fortunately good, low-drift, low-leakage dual

FET's are available to solve that problem. In the HP

Model 3310A a very stable 0.0005 Hz signal is obtained

with this technique with only one nanoamp of integrating

current.

Applications

Sine waves and square waves, Fig. 3(a), are used at

subaudio through video frequencies for testing steady

state and transient response of linear systems. At low fre-

quencies, triangles and ramps, Fig. 3(b) are used for

driving recorders or sweeping oscillators. At higher fre-

quencies they are used for testing devices where it is

necessary to determine a rate of change. Two examples

are the testing of amplifier slew rate, and testing logic

devices that are triggered by a certain rate of change of

voltage. Pulses and square waves are useful at low fre-

quencies for timing signals, and at higher frequencies for

testing logic devices. Their usefulness in driving logic

devices is enhanced by dc offset capability.
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

HP Model 33104

Funclion Generalor

OUTPUT WAVEFORilS:
Sinusoidal,  sqlarc, l r iangle, posi t ive puls€, negal ive pulse'

posi t ive ramp, and negat ive ramp. Pulses and ramps have a
15/85% rat io.

FREOUENCY BANGE
0.0005 Hz to 5 MHz in ten decade fangos.

SITEWAVE FREOUENCY RESPOf, SE:
t l7o, 0.0005 Hz to 50 kHz
t3ol. .0.0005 Hz to 5 MHz
Relerencg,1 kHz.

OIAL ACCUNACY:
a1 % of set lng t  one minor divis ion, 0.0005 Hz to 500 kHz

!3% of s€t ing : t  thr€e mlnor divis ion, 500 kHz to 5 MHz

ilAXIMUil OUTPUT:
>30 volts p-p open circuit
>15 volts p-p into 50 0 (sxcept lor pulses at lrequ€ncv

> 2  M H z ) .
PULSES:

>24 volts p-p open clrcuit.
> 12 vol ts p-p wlth 50 O (frequ€ncv >2 MHz).

MINIMUil  INPUT:
<30 mil l ivol ts p-P oPen circui t .
<15 mil l ivol ts p-p Into 50 g.

Low oulput ls 30 dB down lron high oulput.

SINEWAVE DISTORTION:
<40 dB 0.0005 Hz ro 10 Hz
<46 dB 10 Hz to 50 kHz (on 1 k rangs)
<40 dB 50 kHz to 500 kHz
<30 dB 500 kHz to 5 MHz.

SOUARE WAVE AND PULSE RESPONSE:
<30 ns r ise ahd fal l  t imes al  l l l l  output.
<35 ns ampl i tude conlrol  not lu l ly c lockwise.
<5olo total ab€tratlons

TRIATGLE AND RAMP LINEARIi l :
<1 % 0.0005 Hz to 50 kHz.

TRIANGLE SYTMETNY:
<1% 0.0005 Hz to 20 Hz
<0.5% 20 Hz lo 50 kHz.

ITPEDAf,CE:
50 0.

OUIPUT LEVEL COilTROL:
Rango >30 dB (high and low outpuls overlap tor a lotal  rango

ol >60 dB).

sYxc:
AMPLITUOE:

>4 vol ls P-P open circui t
>2 volts p-p into 50 9.

RISE AND FALL TIMES:
<20 ns.

Squar€ lor symmelr ical  lunctaons.
Rectangular for puls€ and ramp

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE:
50 0.

OFFSET:

AMPLITUDE:

: t10  vo l ts  open c i rcu l t

t5  vo l ts  in to  50  0  cont inuous ly  ad jus tab le

NOTE:  Max imum VACP + vOC o l fse t  i s  t15  vo l ts  open c i rcu i t

a7.5 volts into 50 [].

EXTEFNAL FREOUENCY CONTROL:

RANGE:
50:1  on  any  rang€,

INPUT REOUIREMENT:

Wi th  d ia l  se t  to  low end mark ,  0  to  +10 vo l ts  w i l l  l j n€ady

increase l requency  50 :1 .  Wnh d ia l  so t  a t  50 ,  0  to  -10  vo l ts

w i l l  l i neady  decreas€ f requency  50 i1 .  An sc  vo l lago w i l l

FM th€  l requency  about  a  d la l  se t l ing  w i th in  th€  l im l ts

( l  < l  <50)  x  rang€ se l ing .

SENSITIVITY:

Approx imate ly  100 mV/minor  d lv js jon

I N P U T  I M P E D A N C E :

10 ko .

NOTE:  Sp€c i t i ca t ions  spp ly  f rom 5  to  50  on  f r€quency  d ia l .

G€ilERAL:
D I M E N S I O N S :

8 i n x 4 - 5 l n x 8 i n .

WEIGHT:
N e t : 6  l b  { 2 , 7  k g ) i

Sh ipp ing ,  T  lb  (3 ,2  kg) .

POWER:
115 V or  230 vo l ts  : !10%,  50  Hz to  400 Hz <20 W

PRICE:  $575.

MANUFACTURING DIVISION:  LOVELAND DIVISION

P.O.  Box  301

815 Foude€n lh  Skeet  S .W.

Lovelsnd, Colorado 80537
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rc Logic Gheckout Simplified
simple b.ut elegant, this touch-and-read logic probe clearly
signals the presence of nanosecond putses and indicates
logic levels in TTL and DTL integrated-'circuit togic networks.

By Gary B. Gordon

IN cnrcxrNc our TNTEGRATED Loclc crRcurrs. volt-
meters and oscilloscopes are indispensable for measuring
logic levels and observing pulse shapes. However, now
that IC logic threshold voltages and switching charac-
teristics are becoming standardized, the checkout prob-
lem often reduces to questions like ,Is the voltage on this
logic line in the high state or is it in the low state?l or

'Are pulses present on such-an-such line?l In these cases
the voltmeter and the oscilloscope give more informa-
tion than is wanted. What's more, an oscilloscope requires
several adjustments to display pulses, and it may also
require a viewing hood, if the pulses are narrow and
widely spaced. A better instrument for checking IC logic
would be a small one which would clearly indicate levels

Fig. 1. Model 10525A Logic
Probe is a simple touch-and-
read instrument tor tracing
logic signals in TTL and DTL
logic networks. lts tip-mounted
Iamp gives rapid and unam-
biguous indications of pulses
and logic levels.
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Fig. 2. The logic probe's lamp
stays on when the probe is
touched to a high logic level
or to an open circuit, lt tums
ott lor a low level, and glows at
partial brilliance for a pulse
train. Pulses between 25 ns and
0.1 s are strctched to tutn the
lamp on (tor a positive pulse) or
ott (tor a negative pulse) lor a
tull 0.1 s.

and pulses, even single narrow pulses, and wouldn't re-
quire the user to shift his eyes from his circuit. Triggering

should be automatic, without slope or level adjustments.
From these considerations came the idea for the Model

105254 Logic Probe, Fig. 1. The probe is an inexpen-

sive logic-signal-tracing instrument compatible with TTL

and DTL integrated circuits, which account for the ma-
jority of new logic design. Mounted near the tip of the
probe is an indicator lamp which flashes on for 0'1 sec-
ond when a positive pulse occurs on the line being
probed, extinguishes for 0.1 second when a negative pulse

occurs, glows brightly for a high logic state or an open
circuit, turns off for a low logic state, and glows at partial

brightness for pulse trains. Single pulses as narrow as 25

nanoseconds will trigger the probe. Fig. 2 summarizes the
probe's behavior.

To see whether the probe would be useful to logic
desigrers, several prototypes were built and made avail-
able in our own laboratory. The response was enthusias-
tic; all of the probes were soon in constant use. There
seems to be no doubt that the probe fills a need in the
development and troubleshooting of logic networks.

How lt's Used

For operation, the probe requires a source of five volts
and a ground return. Usually the probe can simply be
clipped into the V"" and ground buses of the ctcuit being
tested. A small laboratory power supply and a ground
jumper may also be used. Certain new HP instruments
have an internal 5 V connector for powering the probe.

One way to use the probe is to operate a logic circuit

at its normal clock rate and probe from point to point,

checking for the presence of timely pulses such as clock,

reset, start, count, shift, transfer, and so on. This gives

a quick indication of any sections of the circuit which are

not operating. A second technique, which is especially
useful in serial arithmetic units and other sequential

machines, is to replace a unit's internal clock generator

with a slow external pulse generator which produces ap-

proximately one pulse per second. Then single pulses and

state changes can be observed in real time with one or

more logic probes. (Multiple probes are especially help-

ful for observing timing relationships.) These real-time

observations, and the ease with which the probe's indica-

tions can be interpreted, usually give an experienced de-

signer a strong intuitive feeling for what a logic network

is actually doing.

How lt Works

Inside the probe is a logic board containing22 discrete

components and an integrated circuit. Fig. 3 is the circuit

diagram. The probe has an input protection circuit which

will withstand overloads as high as -f 200 V The input

circuit is followed by a high-impedance input amplifier

which sets the input threshold at J-l.4 volts with respect

to the probe's ground lead. This is compatible with TTL,

DTL and some other types of logic (but not ECL). Non-

linear negative feedback prevents saturation and en-
hances the switching speed of the input amplifier. Two
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pulse stretchers follow the input amplifier; one triggers
on incoming positive pulses and the other on incoming
negative pulses. Each stretcher is a monostable multi-
vibrator formed by cross-connecting two NAND gates.
When one multivibrator is stretching the other acts as an
inverting amplifier. The second stretcher controls the
lamp driver.

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Modet 105254

Logic Probe
INPUT

I M P E D A N C E :  ' 1 0  k O
T R I G G E R  T H R E S H O L D :  + 1 . 4  V ,  n o m r n a t .
P U L S E  W I D T H  S E N S t T t V t T Y : 2 s  n s  f o r : 1 2  V  p u t s e s  r e f e r e n c e d

s y m m e t r i c a l l y  a b o u t  +  1 . 4  V .
O V E R L O A D  P R O T E C T I O N :

- 5 0  V  t o  2 0 0  V  c o n t i n u o u s
-200 V to +200 V transient
1 2 0  V  a c  f o r  1 0  s

P O W E R  R E O U I F E M E N T S
5  V  4 1 0 %  a t  7 5  m A ,  B N C  p o w e r  c o n n e c t o r
Internal overvoltage protect ion to t7 V supply

T E M P E R A T U R E T  0  t o  5 5 " C

A C C E S S O R I E S  I N C L U D E o T
B N C  t o  a l l i g a t o r  c l i p s
BNC to banana plug adapter
B N C  b u l k h e a d  c o n n e c t o r
Ground cable assembly

PRICE: $95.00. Quant i ty discounts avai labte.

M A N U F A C T U R I N G  O I V t S t O N :  H p  F R E Q U E N C y  A N D
T I M E  D I V I S I O N
'1501 pago t \r i i l  Road
palo Atto, Cat i fornia 94304

Fig. 3. /nside the logic probe
are 22 discrete elements and an
integrated circuit. The probe
gets tive-volt power lrcm the
circuit being tested or from a
separate power supply. The
probe's circuits arc protected
against input overloads as high
as t200 V.
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Pulsar Optical and Radio Emissions
Observed Simultaneously

Detection of a time interval between the optical and
radio pulses has provided an importanf fesf of the
various theories developed to explain why pulsars pulse

By Charles N. Taubman

ScIE,Nrrsrs AT THE uNIVERsITy oF CALIFoRNTA* and

siANFoRD UNIVTRsITv* * have recently successfully mon-

itored simultaneous optical and radio signals from the

pulsar in the Crab Nebula, NP 0532. The experiment was

similar to the one previously reported in these pagestll in

that signal averagingl'zl was used to pull the signals out of

noise. This time, however, the phase difference between

the optical and radio signals was measured to see whether

the two signals are emitted from different positions or at

different times. After correcting their data for systematic

phase differences and differences in the interstellar delay

of the optical and radio signals, the scientists observed

that the optical and radio emissions are separated at the

source by 1.42 -+0.34 msl'l. While the results are not

conclusive, that the signals do appear to have a phase

difference is consistent with the rotating neutron star

theory, the pulsar theory that is now most in favor (see

page 2O).

Pulsar NP U532
Pulsars, of course, are pulsating radio sources in outer

spacet1l. Characterized by a precise repetition rate, these

sources emit pulses of enormous energy over broad fre-

*  J.  S.  Mi l ler  and E.  J.  Wampler,  L ick observatory,  Univers i ty  of  Cal i fornia,  Santa
Cruz.  Cal i fornia,** E: K. Conklin and H. T. Howard, Radioscience Laboratory, Stanford University, Stan-
ford.  Cal i fornia.

quency ranges. The first pulsar was detected less than

two years ago, and now more than thirty are known.

The possibility of an intelligent source has been con-

sidered, but the energy involved and the frequency dis-

tribution strongly imply that the sources are natural'

Numerous theories as to the origin of pulsars have been

proposedt5l 16l. The one currently most in favort?] ascribes

the phenomena to rotating neutron stars, which are hy-

pothesized to be the exceedingly dense remnants of super-

novae.

There are several particularly exciting aspects to

NP 0532. It is in the Crab Nebula, a supernova first ob-

served by the Chinese on July 4, 1054, and its location is

approximately where the remnant of the Crab Nebula is

thought to be. The brevity of its period (33 ms) and the

fact that it is gradually slowing down are consistent with

the rotating neutron star theory. In separate experiments,

both optical and radio emissions from NP 0532 have

been detectedt8l. Theoretically, knowing the approximate

location of the source and the propagation velocity of

electromagnetic waves, one should be able to make a si-

multaneous observation that would yield knowledge of

any differences in the source positions or times of emis-

sion of the optical and radio pulses. Measurement of this

phase difference was the primary objective of the Stan-

ford-U.C. experiment.
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Fig. 1. sysfem lot simultaneously monitoring the opticat and radio pulses trom pulsar
NP 0532. The multichannel analyzer and the signal analyzer were used as avercgers to

i mprove si gnal-to-noise ratio.

Experimental Setup

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the equipment used in the
experiment. At Lick Observatory, optical emissions from
the pulsar were detected by an ITT FW 130 Photomulti-
plier located at the prime focus of the l2O inch telescope.
Pulses from the photomultiplier were counted by an
HP 54014 Multichannel Analyzerlel operating in its mul-
tichannel scaling mode. The analyzer sweep was triggered
externally at the pulsar's repetition rate by a trigger
source consisting of an HP 5103,4, Frequency Synthesizer
whose output was scaled down by an HP 5245L Counter.

The trigger signal was transmitted to Stanford Univer-
sity where another synthesizer (HP 51004) and scaler
(HP 5245L) were adjusted to the same frequency and
phase. This synchronizing source triggered an Hp 54804
Signal Analyzer/Averagerl1ol which monitored the radio
pulses from NP 0532 detected at 424 MHz by Stanford's
150 foot parabolic radio telescope.

Experimental Results

Fig. 2(a) shows the optical pulse shape displayed on
the multichannel analyzer after about 5000 sweeps were
summed. The pulse shape is quite distinct, indicating that
the pulse position can be determined to within 50 g,s, the
width of one channel of the multichannel analyzer.

Fig. 2(b) shows the radio pulses displayed on the signal
analyzer at Stanford after about 22,000 repetitions were
averaged. The input signal-to-noise ratio was quite small
(Fig. 2(c)), and even after averaging, the uncertainty in
the pulse position is about 500 microseconds.

The apparent positions of the optical and radio pulses
had to be corrected for systematic phase differences (such
as the travel time of the trigger signal between Lick and
Stanford) and for interstellar dispersion, or delay, of the
radio signal with respect to the optical signal. When these
adjustments were made, the optical and radio signals
appeared to be separated at the source by an average of
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1.42 milliseconds, the optical signal being detected first.
Incorporating the uncertainty in the calculated value of
the interstellar dispersion, and the experimental uncer-
tainty in the positions of the radio pulses, the average
time separation can be stated as 1.42 -+0.34 ms (see
table, page 20, for summary of results). By comparison,
the rotating neutron star theory predicts a time separation
of about 5 ms.

Another prediction of the rotating neutron star theory
is that the radio waves should be linearly polarized. The
optical emissions, however, can have any polarization, or
none. Data taken at Lick Observatory are now being
analyzed to determine the state of the optical polarization.

Linear polarization of some pulsar radio waves has
been verified many times. The antenna at Stanford is
right-circularly polafized, so linear polarization of the
radio waves may account for the fact that in the observed
optical signal the main pulse has 3.5 times the height of
the subpulse, while in the observed radio signal the ratio
is only 1.2. E

Fig.2(a). Five-minute avetage (5000 repetitions) ot white-
light optical pulses on March 15, 1969. (b) Twenty-tive-
minute average (22,000 rcpetitions) ol 424 MHz radio
pulses on March 15. These photographs show only the
pulse shapes, not the cotrected time relationship be-
tween the optical and radio srgna/s. (c) Radio signal atter
averaging only 256 rcpetitions shows no discernible
pulses, indicating how bad the signal-to-noise ratio was.
The signal was also lading.
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Are Pulsars Rotating Neutron Stars?
The most complete pulsar theory to date is the rotating

neutron star theory proposed by Thomas Gold of Cornel l

University. According to this theory a plasma of charged
particles coming from a spot on the neutron star moves

outward radial ly, fol lowing the star 's magnetic f ield, which

is similar in shape to the earth's. The farther out the par-

ticles go the faster the magnetic field moves, and the parti-

cles' tangential velocity increases accordingly, eventual ly

approaching the velocity of l ight. When this happens the
part icles emit high-energy electromagnetic radiat ion, cal led

synchrotron radiat ion, just as charged part icles do when

they are accelerated by circular accelerators on earth. This

radiat ion is l inearly polarized and concentrated in the for-

ward direct ion. l t  sweeps by the earth once each t ime the

star rotates. Optical radiat ion coming from the same spot on
the star is also seen on earth once for each rotat ion, but

there should be a t ime delay between the optical and radio
pulses corresponding to the t ime i t  takes for the plasma to
travel outward to the point where the synchrotron radiation
takes place. For pulsar NP 0532 this t ime delay should be
about 5 ms. In the experiment reported in the accompanying
art icle i t  was measured lo be'1.42 i0.34 ms. l f  the results
are val id, Gold's theory wil l  have to be modif ied.

Table I-Summary of Observatiep5trl Wampler, Nature 222 (1969). The
conclusions reported in this refer-
ence are slightly different from those
reported here because after the in-
formation was submitted to Nature.
a correction was made in the calcu-
lated interstellar dispersion.
t4l E D. Drake, 'Pulsarsl 1969 IEEE
National Convention, Paper IE.2.
isl H. L. Davis, 'Key to mystery
pulses: rotating neutron starsl Scien-
tific Research, May 13, 1968.
161 T R. McDonough, 'They're Try-
ing to Tell Us Something: Part 2,'
Analog, April 1969.
IzlT, Gold, Nature, 221125 (1969).
I8l The optical emissions were first
detected by W J. Cocke, M. J. Dis-
ney, and D. J. Taylor, Nature, 221,
525 (1969). Radio emissions were
first detected by Staelin and Reifen-

stein, IAU Circular No.2110 (1968).
tel W. A. Ross, 'A Multichannel Pulse-Height Analyzer with
a Very Fast Analog-Digital Converterl Hewlett-Packard
Journal. March 1968.
t10l J. E. Deardorff and C. R. Trimble. 'Calibrated Real-Time
Signal Averagingl Hewlett-Packard Journal, April 1968.

rThe calculated delay obtained from the Arecibo lonospheric 0bservatory, Puerto Rico,
has since been corrected. The new rveighted average is +1.42 +0,34 ns.
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